The past 10,000 y have seen the rise, at the western and eastern extremities of Eurasia, of the world's two largest language families. Together, these families account for nearly 60% of the world's population: Indo-European (3.2 billion speakers) and Sino-Tibetan (1.4 billion). The Sino-Tibetan family comprises about 500 languages ([@r1]) spoken across a wide geographic range, from the west coast of the Pacific Ocean, across China, and extending to countries beyond the Himalayas, such as Nepal, India, Bangladesh, and Pakistan (map, [*SI Appendix*, section 2](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1817972116/-/DCSupplemental)). Speakers of these languages have played a major role in human prehistory, giving rise to several of the world's great cultures in China, Tibet, Burma, and Nepal. However, while the debate on Indo-European origins has recently been renewed by archaeogeneticists, phylogeneticists, and linguists ([@r2][@r3][@r4]--[@r5]), the circumstances of the formation of Sino-Tibetan remain shrouded in obscurity.

While Sino-Tibetan languages have been studied from the beginning of the 19th century ([@r6]), our knowledge of the history of this family is still severely limited, since it is structurally one of the most diverse families in the world, including all of the gradation of morphological complexity from isolating (Lolo-Burmese, Tujia) to polysynthetic (Gyalrongic, Kiranti) languages ([@r7], [@r8]). Knowledge of Sino-Tibetan sound correspondences is improving ([*SI Appendix*, section 2](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1817972116/-/DCSupplemental)), yet important aspects of its phonological and grammatical history remain poorly understood, e.g., the voicing and aspiration of modern stops, or the correspondences between tones and nontonal elements. These difficulties place some uncertainty on cognate identification and, in turn, affect our ability to identify shared innovations. This complexity has led to claims that Sino-Tibetan is one of the greatest challenges that comparative-historical linguistics currently faces (ref. [@r9], p. 422).

Where did these languages originate and when? The vast majority of Sino-Tibetan speakers speak a Chinese, or Sinitic, language. The Sinitic languages, whose ancestor was spoken about 2,000 y ago, form a homogeneous group in the eastern half of the Sino-Tibetan area. The earliest paleographical inscriptions in Chinese date to before 1400 BCE, and Chinese has an abundant and well-studied literature dating back to the early first millennium BCE. The Shāng Kingdom, the Chinese polity associated with these inscriptions, was centered on the lower Yellow River valley. Gradual annexation of neighboring regions and shift of their peoples to the Chinese language led to the striking numerical predominance of Chinese speakers today, and, consequently, to the lack of linguistic diversity in the eastern part of the Sino-Tibetan domain. Tibetan, Tangut, Newar, and Burmese, the family's other early literary languages, were reduced to script considerably more recently: The oldest texts in these languages date from 764 CE, 1070 CE, 1114 CE, and 1113 CE, respectively. The area with the most diverse Sino-Tibetan languages is in northeastern India and Nepal. This has suggested to some authors that the family's homeland was located there ([@r10]). However, Sino-Tibetan diversity in India and Nepal may have been boosted by intimate contact with very divergent and mostly extinct non--Sino-Tibetan languages, in much the same way that Austronesian diversity in northwest Melanesia was boosted by contact with Papuan languages ([@r11]) despite their homeland in Taiwan ([@r12]). Due to these difficulties, no consensus exists about the phylogenetic relationships within the family. The position of Chinese, in particular, is in dispute. A first group of proposals recognizes a two-branch structure: One branch leads to Chinese, and the other leads to a node labeled "Tibeto-Karen" or "Tibeto-Burman," out of which all other languages proceed ([@r13], [@r14]). A second group presents Sino-Tibetan basal topology as a rake, with Chinese being one of several primary branches ([@r10]). A third group places Chinese in a lower-level subgroup with Tibetan ([@r15], [@r16]). Apart from the second group, which relies on lexicostatistic methodology, the tree topologies in these proposals are based on an investigator's perception of relative proximities between branches, with no quantification of uncertainty. A search for linguistic innovations uniting several branches of the family is ongoing; the limited results so far are consistent with the first group of hypotheses ([@r9], [@r17]). [*SI Appendix*, section 2](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1817972116/-/DCSupplemental) summarizes different proposals.

Here we combine classical historical linguistics with cutting-edge computational methods and domestication studies. First, we develop a lexical database of 180 basic vocabulary concepts from 50 languages. The data were either directly collected in the field by ourselves or gathered from the literature with verification by external specialists whenever possible. The list of most appropriate concepts was established through careful evaluation of concept lists used in similar studies ([*SI Appendix*, section 3](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1817972116/-/DCSupplemental)), and lexical cognates were identified by experts in Sino-Tibetan historical linguistics using the comparative method supported by state-of-the-art annotation techniques. Second, we apply Bayesian phylogenetic methods to these data to estimate the most probable tree, outgroup, and timing of Sino-Tibetan under a range of models of cognate evolution; similar methods have been applied to several other families of languages, including Indo-European ([@r18][@r19]--[@r20]), Austronesian ([@r12]), Semitic ([@r21]), and Bantu ([@r22]). Third, we examine Sino-Tibetan expansion under the two most probable phylogenetic scenarios through a consideration of the family's plant and animal domesticates, the regions where they are earliest attested archaeologically, and the distribution of the corresponding cognate sets across the family's branches.

Results {#s1}
=======

Cognate Set Distribution. {#s2}
-------------------------

Of the 3,333 cognate sets distributed over 9,160 lexical items, 90% are shared by fewer than five languages. The majority of these low-frequency sets are singletons for which no related word in any other language was found (2,189, 66%). Four cognate sets are found in all or almost all languages in our sample, reflecting well-known Sino-Tibetan cognates ("three," "four," "dream," and "name"). These numbers compare well with the data obtained for other challenging language families (see [*SI Appendix*, section 3](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1817972116/-/DCSupplemental) for details).

Tree Topologies and Dating. {#s3}
---------------------------

We present tree topologies and ages inferred using a relaxed-clock covarion model with BEAST, a phylogenetic software package performing Bayesian evolutionary analysis; see [Fig. 2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"} for summarization. Apart from the Sinitic group which was constrained in the priors, the posterior distribution provides strong evidence (\>95% probability) for six subgroups: (*i*) Tibeto-Gyalrongic (possibly including Dulong in a Tibeto-Dulong clade), (*ii*) Kiranti, (*iii*) West-Himalayish, (*iv*) Tani-Yidu, (*v*) Kuki-Tangkhul (possibly including Karbi), and (*vi*) Sal. Tshangla and Chepang are isolated branches. Within the Tibeto-Gyalrongic group, there is also support for Tibetan, Lolo-Burmese, Gyalrongic, and Burmo-Gyalrongic. The more recent part of the tree is thus well resolved.

On the other hand, the results do not allow us to unambiguously resolve the root of the tree. The most plausible outgroups, judging from posterior probabilities, are Sinitic (33%), West-Himalayish (15%), Tani-Yidu (9%), a Sinitic-Sal group (8%), and Sal (6%). The mean root age estimated with the relaxed-clock model is at 7184 B.P., with 95% highest posterior density interval (HPD) \[5093--9568\] B.P.

In addition to this main analysis, we also analyzed the data using two more constrained models: a strict-clock covarion model and a Stochastic Dollo model. These more constrained models lead to less uncertainty in the deep tree topology. In particular, under the strict-clock model, Sinitic is the only possible outgroup; the Stochastic Dollo model gives outgroups probabilities similar to the relaxed-clock model. The differences are discussed further in [*SI Appendix*, section 4](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1817972116/-/DCSupplemental). Repeating the analyses on a smaller sample representing each of the major subgroups yielded similar results, further discussed in [*SI Appendix*, section 4](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1817972116/-/DCSupplemental). Tests of the adequacy of the tree model are further discussed in *Adequacy of the Tree Model*.

Discussion {#s4}
==========

Tree Topology and Subgrouping Hypotheses. {#s5}
-----------------------------------------

Despite the preliminary character of our study, until further key languages of the family like Newar are sufficiently analyzed and added, our results consistently support two nontrivial subgrouping hypotheses previously proposed by historical linguists on the basis of lexical innovations: The clade comprising Garo, Rabha, and Jinghpo in the sample is compatible with the Sal subgroup ([@r23]), and the clade including Burmish languages, Lisu, Gyalrongic (Japhug, Situ, Tangut, Stau, and Khroskyabs), and Zhaba corresponds to the Eastern Tibeto-Burman or Burmo-Gyalrongic subgroup ([@r24], [@r25]). Our results also indicate that the Burmo-Gyalrongic group belongs to a larger Tibeto-Gyalrongic clade comprising Tibetan and also possibly Dulong, a hypothesis that had not been explicitly proposed before.

The results are inconsistent with a certain number of subgrouping proposals, in particular, Sino-Bodic \[grouping together Chinese, Tibetan, and Kiranti, excluding Lolo-Burmese ([@r26])\]; Post and Blench's hypothesis that subgroups in northeastern India such as Tani (Bokar) and Mishmi (Yidu and Deng) are among the first branches of the family, while Sinitic is closer to Lolo-Burmese and Tibetan ([@r16]); the Central Trans-Himalayan hypothesis \[a clade comprising Sal and Kuki-Chin ([@r27])\]; and the Rungic hypothesis ([@r28]), according to which the morphology-rich subgroups (Gyalrongic, Kiranti, and Dulong) constitute a clade to the exclusion of Lolo-Burmese and Tibetan ([*SI Appendix*, section 4](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1817972116/-/DCSupplemental)). The last two hypotheses are exclusively based on verbal morphology. The fact that these subgroups are not confirmed by our results suggests that the commonalities in verbal morphology adduced by these authors to support these subgroups are more likely to reflect a combination of retentions from a common ancestor and parallel innovations.

Since the common origin of person agreement morphology among Gyalrongic, Dulong, and Kiranti is not controversial ([@r28], [@r29]), and since Kiranti is outside of the Tibeto-Dulong clade, phylogenetic inference supports the idea that the absence of person inflexion in Lolo-Burmese and Tibetan is due to a massive loss of morphology ([@r7]), a hypothesis also supported by potential traces of these inflexions in Tibetan ([@r30]). The proximity of a set of isolating (Lolo-Burmese) and polysynthetic (Japhug and Situ) languages in our results supports the idea that the rate of change of structural features can be much more volatile than that of basic vocabulary ([@r31]), and provides an additional example of abrupt loss of inflectional morphology, comparable to the case of Goemai in Chadic ([@r32]).

Although the likely Urheimat of the family lies in northern China and Sinitic may be the first group to branch off, the diversity of the subgroups of Sino-Tibetan is highly skewed toward northern India and Nepal. Of the nine subgroups supported by our results (Sinitic, Tibeto-Dulong, Sal, Kiranti, Kuki-Karbi, Tani-Yidu, West-Himalayish, and the isolated languages Chepang and Tshangla), only two groups (Sinitic and Tibeto-Dulong) are well represented in China. Three other branches (Sal, Tani-Yidu, and Tshangla) are mainly spoken in Burma, India, and Bhutan but straddle the border with China. This geographical distribution suggests that the historical success of a few subgroups (Sinitic, Tibetan, and Lolo-Burmese, the latter two belonging to the Tibeto-Dulong group) has eroded linguistic diversity in China, including on the Tibetan plateau, whereas the Himalayan area has served as a refuge zone ([@r27], [@r33], [@r34]), resulting in a higher diversity.

Homeland, Archaeology, and Agriculture. {#s6}
---------------------------------------

It is claimed that language families arise through demographic processes driven by favorable changes in food procurement ([@r35]); thus, any account of the origins of a language family should pay attention to its domesticates. We identify six domesticate names forming cognate sets with regular sound correspondences in at least two of the branches identified in our phylogenetic analysis: foxtail millet, pig, sheep, rice plant, cattle, and horse ([*SI Appendix*, section 5](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1817972116/-/DCSupplemental)). The fact that, archaeologically, all of these first appear in northern China, even those with cognate sets lacking a Chinese member, is a strong indication that, early in its expansion phase, the Sino-Tibetan family was located in that broad area ([Fig. 1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}), now occupied by Sinitic languages. In particular, under our root date of *ca*. 7,200 yBP, broomcorn millet, foxtail millet, rice, pigs, and sheep are early enough to have played a demography-boosting role in the early stages of Sino-Tibetan expansion, although we do not think rice was known to ancestral Sino-Tibetan speakers. The northeastern part of the Sino-Tibetan domain is thus the family's most likely homeland. Alternative proposals such as Sichuan ([@r26]), eastern India ([@r16]), and the Tibetan plateau ([@r36]) lack an archaeologically and demographically supported account of the family's expansion.

![Languages in our sample, contrasted with ancient sites reflecting early stages of domestication and the estimated spread of non-Sinitic languages (see *Homeland, Archaeology, and Agriculture*). Ancient language locations reflect supposed political and cultural epicenters of the varieties.](pnas.1817972116fig01){#fig01}

Our recognition of the family's most likely outgroups ([*SI Appendix*, section 4](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1817972116/-/DCSupplemental)) suggests two possible expansion scenarios of Sino-Tibetan languages: a Chinese outgroup scenario and a West-Himalayish outgroup scenario. Under the first (33% probability, median root date: 7400 B.P.), the Sino-Tibetan homeland was located in the eastern half of the north Chinese loess plateau, during the final stages of Cishan culture or the initial stages of Yangshao culture ([Fig. 1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}). The Sinitic homeland is located just to the south: No significant Sinitic migration needs to be assumed. The non-Sinitic group would have individualized as a result of its expansion to the western half of the plateau, inside the northern bend of the Yellow River.

Both the Cishan and Yangshao cultures derived their subsistence principally from broomcorn and foxtail millet, and pigs; in addition, domesticated sheep have been identified at the northern edge of early Yangshao culture ([@r37]). These four domesticates were still widely relied upon in early China and are important to Sino-Tibetan speakers elsewhere. Rice, horses, cattle, wheat, and barley are absent archaeologically in Cishan and Yangshao: Under the Sinitic out-group scenario, a Sino-Tibetan homeland in the Cishan--Yangshao region predicts that cognate sets, reflected in and outside of Sinitic, should exist for the two millets, pig, and sheep, but not for rice, horses, cattle, wheat, or barley. The individual cognate set distributions, including two identified sets for rice and pig, support these predictions ([*SI Appendix*, section 5](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1817972116/-/DCSupplemental)).

The secondary Sino-Tibetan domesticates (rice, cattle, horses, wheat, and barley) would have entered the non-Sinitic branch of Sino-Tibetan in the early times of its westward and southward expansion, through contact with neighboring groups. First, *Japonica* rice, presumably spread from the southeast (Henan), was adopted: Indirect evidence of rice cultivation (phytoliths) appears in the late Yangshao culture *ca.* 5690 BP, in the southwest part of the Yangshao area (Wei River valley) ([@r38]). Rice, by then outside of its wild habitat, is well established in Xishanping, at the far western end of the loess plateau in southeastern Gansu (Majiayao culture), where pigs and the two millets are also found, by 5070 BP. Millet-and-rice agriculture then expands south along the eastern edge of the Tibetan plateau, entering Sichuan (Baodun, 4700 BP), although d'Alpoim Guedes ([@r39]) sees Baodun rice as an extension of Yangtze irrigated cultivation rice. This complex subsistence strategy further expands south into Yunnan (e.g., Baiyangcun, 4500 BP; Haimenkou, 3600 BP). The earliest archaeological evidence for cattle and horses, domesticated west of China, comes from Gansu, at the eastern edge of the Tibetan plateau, in the period 5400 BP to 4200 BP; we assume that the horse entered the non-Sinitic branch in that region, and that its name was later transferred to Sinitic; for the name of cattle, see ([*SI Appendix*, section 5](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1817972116/-/DCSupplemental)).

The archaeology of Sino-Tibetan--speaking regions in Burma, northeast India, and the Himalayan area is very limited, but radiation from Yunnan along the main rivers which flow out of the Himalayas would bring non-Sinitic speakers and their domesticates to many of their current locations. Genetics support the idea ([@r40], [@r41]) that a second route carried Sino-Tibetan speakers southwest from Gansu across the Tibetan plateau: foxtail millet---but not rice---was cultivated at Changdu Karuo on the Mekong River in eastern Tibet between 4700 BP and 4300 BP, later at Changguogou along the Yarlung Tsangpo in southern Tibet beginning *ca.* 3400 BP, and, by *ca.* 1700 BP, farther west, near the Indus River, at Kyung-lung Mesa ([@r39]). This route would bring Sino-Tibetan speakers to the area occupied by modern West-Himalayish speakers, the western-most Sino-Tibetan group. Modern speakers of these languages have replaced the millets and rice by the more frost-tolerant cereals barley and wheat ([@r42]), indicative of an adaptation to the Tibetan plateau.

Alternatively, under the West Himalayan outgroup scenario (15%, 7200 BP) and assuming a homeland in the eastern loess plateau, the two groups West-Himalayish and non--West-Himalayish expanded westward in parallel, reaching the western end of the loess plateau at similar places and times, in the late sixth millennium BP, speaking distinct languages. One group then moved southwestward across the plateau, while the other expanded south following the plateau's foothills. Depending on the timing of subsequent splits, the group ancestral to Sinitic might face a lengthy eastward back-migration.

Taken together, these two scenarios account for nearly half of the tree output behind our phylogeny. However, with 33% posterior probability and a more straightforward pattern of expansion, the Chinese outgroup scenario is the better supported of the two.

Materials and Methods {#s7}
=====================

Lexical Data. {#s8}
-------------

Sino-Tibetan languages differ considerably as to their syllabic structure. Some languages only allow consonant--vowel-type syllables, while others have complex clusters and final consonants. The former type of languages can be shown to be highly innovative, and a series of specific sound changes generally make cognate judgments very difficult, except for a few well-investigated cases. For this reason, it was decided to exclude from the sample all languages having lost the final stops -p, -t, and -k, unless published sources on the sound laws necessary to recover the lost segments were available (as in the case of Lisu, for which ref. [@r43] was used). This resulted in a collection of 50 Sino-Tibetan languages (see [*SI Appendix*, section 3](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1817972116/-/DCSupplemental)), which reflects the major particularly well-studied subgroups of the language family, including modern Chinese dialects. The present concept list is based on a larger set of 250 words (see [*SI Appendix*, section 3](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1817972116/-/DCSupplemental)), reduced to 180 on the basis of the following criteria: (*i*) availability of data, (*ii*) avoiding pairs of concepts with high polysemy ("hand" vs. "arm"; in such cases, only one concept was chosen), and (*iii*) avoiding words prone to have nursery forms ("father" and "mother").

Particular importance was attributed to assembling a dataset of high average mutual coverage, defined as the proportion of the overlap of concepts for which a translation exists in each language pair ([@r44]). With low coverage, the uncertainty of phylogenetic analyses increases, as well as the difficulty for experts to identify reliable cognates. To avoid this problem, we made sure that all languages have translations for at least 85% of the concepts in our questionnaire. Due to our strict procedure, some potentially important languages, such as Newar, are missing from our sample ([*SI Appendix*, section 3](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1817972116/-/DCSupplemental)). This means that our results are preliminary, but we think they are interesting and important enough to be shared.

When preparing the language data, we selected the translations for our concept list semiautomatically and used publicly available software libraries ([@r45]) to convert the language-specific orthographies into standard phonetic transcriptions ([@r46]), to ease the task of cognate assignment. At all stages of data preparation, we maintained a computer-assisted as opposed to a solely computer-based or solely manual workflow: We made use of automatic tools and custom scripts for data preprocessing, but we made sure that all data were always checked again by an expert to avoid errors.

Cognate Judgments. {#s9}
------------------

During cognate coding, particular care was devoted to the identification of loanwords in the dataset. Loanwords from Chinese, Tibetan, and Indic languages (in particular, Hindi and Nepali) are widespread in languages of the sample. They can be identified using the methodology described in refs. [@r47] and [@r48] and discriminated from inherited cognates. More difficult to detect are borrowings among closely related languages. In the case of Sinitic and Tibetic languages, knowledge of sound laws is precise enough, and allows recognition of a considerable number of borrowings. For nonliterary language families such as Gyalrongic and Kiranti, identification of such borrowings, although possible in exceptional cases, cannot be systematically undertaken. Identified loanwords were coded as cognates in the database, with a specific tag, allowing them to be disregarded when performing analyses.

Since the Sino-Tibetan languages exhibit rich patterns of compounding ([@r14]) and derivation ([@r49]), a particular problem of cognate assessment in Southeast Asian languages is to deal with words that are only related in some of their morphemes, but not entirely ([@r50]). Words for plural personal pronouns, for example, are often compounds of the word for the singular pronoun and a plural suffix (compare Chinese *wǒ* "I" vs. *wǒ-men* "we"). If words are only cognate in some of their parts, it may be difficult to make a judgment on their overall cognacy ([@r50]). We tried to circumvent this problem by (*i*) excluding items of high compoundhood, (*ii*) using transparent annotation techniques to identify the main meaning-bearing unit, and (*iii*) using multiple alignments to show which parts of words are cognate ([*SI Appendix*, section 3](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1817972116/-/DCSupplemental)).

The cognate judgments were carried out with help of a new annotation framework ([@r51]), reflecting expert decisions with high transparency. Where possible, we also link to the original sources, especially those taken from the Sino-Tibetan Etymological Dictionary and Thesaurus (STEDT) database ([@r36]). To facilitate reuse of our data, we further provide the data in the form suggested by the Cross-Linguistic Data Formats initiative ([@r52]), which facilitates data reuse by linking to public reference catalogs, like Glottolog for languages ([@r1]) and Concepticon for concepts ([@r53]).

Phylogenetic Reconstruction and Dating. {#s10}
---------------------------------------

The cognate sets can be coded as a binary matrix with missing values. We used three models of cognate change along a tree to reconstruct the tree topology and internal node ages in a Bayesian framework. For each model, we performed Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling to obtain a sample of plausible trees from the posterior distribution. Each model defines how cognates may switch from being present (1) to absent (0) in a language, and vice versa. Under the binary covarion model ([@r54]), there is a latent variable indicating whether cognates switch between 0 and 1 at a "fast" or "slow" rate on each branch, with transitions from 0 to 1 and 1 to 0 being equally probable. In addition to the slow and fast rates, this model also includes a parameter governing the transition of the latent parameter. We used two different covarion models: The strict-clock model forces cognates to change at the same rate over all branches on the tree; the relaxed-clock model allows each branch of the tree to have its own clock rate, drawn in a lognormal distribution. Under the Stochastic Dollo model ([@r55]), cognates appear and disappear at constant rates, with the additional constraint that each cognate may only be born once on the tree; parallel innovations are thus not allowed under this model. We specified calibrations as follows: Old Chinese, \[2,800 to 2,300\] yBP, in a uniform prior; Old Burmese, 800 yBP; Old Tibetan, 1,200 yBP; and Tangut, 900 yBP (the date range for Old Chinese corresponds to the period of the great Classical Chinese texts; the other dates correspond to the date of the earliest text rounded to the nearest century; see also [*SI Appendix*, section 4](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1817972116/-/DCSupplemental)). In addition to the main consensus tree in [Fig. 2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}, we also present densitrees in [*SI Appendix*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1817972116/-/DCSupplemental) to show which aspects of the reconstructions are uncertain. To make sure that our sampling of language varieties does not influence the results, we also analyze a subset of the data (see [*SI Appendix*, section 4](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1817972116/-/DCSupplemental)).

![The Maximum Clade Credibility tree from the best-fitting model (relaxed clock with covarion). Branches with less than 0.8 posterior probability are dashed; other branches have posterior probabilities \>0.8. For densitrees of the data, see [*SI Appendix*, section 4](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1817972116/-/DCSupplemental).](pnas.1817972116fig02){#fig02}

Analyses Under the Covarion Models. {#s11}
-----------------------------------

We constructed trees using the software BEAST2 v2.4.7 ([@r56]). We fitted a Fossilized Birth-Death model ([@r57]) which allows us to include extinct languages, with both a strict-clock and a relaxed-clock model. We performed $10^{8}$ MCMC iterations, with a burn-in of $10^{7}$ iterations, reaching convergence with effective sample size (ESS) \> 300 for each parameter. We thinned trees every $10^{4}$ generations to remove autocorrelation. We sampled $10^{4}$ trees from the posterior tree distribution to produce a maximum clade credibility tree using the software TreeAnotator v2.4.7. Verification of convergence and ESS computation were produced using Tracer v.1.6 ([@r58]). We then used a Nested Sampling algorithm ([@r59]) to compare the marginal likelihood of a strict-clock model and a relaxed-clock model ([@r60]). In each case, we used 40 particles to compute the marginal likelihood. The log Bayes factor was estimated at 85 (SD = 23) in favor of the relaxed-clock model, indicating decisive evidence against the strict-clock model. The results presented in [Fig. 2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"} therefore correspond to the relaxed clock covarion model analysis with BEAST, and were plotted using the ggtree R package ([@r61]).

Analyses Under the Stochastic Dollo Model. {#s12}
------------------------------------------

We also analyzed the data under the Stochastic Dollo model implemented in TraitLab ([@r62]). The results we present in [*SI Appendix*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1817972116/-/DCSupplemental) correspond to a run of $10^{8}$ iterations thinning every $10^{4}$ and discarding the first 10% as burn-in. Visual checks indicated that the Markov Chain had reached stationarity and mixed well. We included catastrophic rate heterogeneity as proposed by ref. [@r19], but the results are the same whether we include or exclude rate heterogeneity.

Adequacy of the Tree Model. {#s13}
---------------------------

We verified the adequacy of a tree model by reanalyzing a subset of the data under the Lateral Transfer Stochastic Dollo model of ref. [@r63], which allows for non--tree-like evolution. For computational reasons, this was done on a subset of 15 randomly chosen leaves representing all of the major subfamilies. Following ref. [@r63], we assessed model fit by estimating the model on a randomly selected subset of 75% of the traits in the data, then computing the posterior predictive probability for the remaining 25% of the data. This gave a Bayes factor of $\log_{10}BF = 1.8$ in favor of the network model; although this favors the network model, the evidence is not decisive, and using a tree model should not lead to issues in the inference. Furthermore, the estimated level of lateral transfer in the network model is $\hat{\beta}/\mu = 0.104$ (95% HPD \[0.058 to 0.162\]), which is within the range shown by section 4.2.1 of ref. [@r64] to not be liable to systematic bias when estimating the root age and topology under a tree model.
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